Our mission is to mobilize churches to care for vulnerable children and fragile families, positively impacting the trajectory of their lives, before bad things happen, before a family is separated.

The Church takes action by:

Meeting immediate physical needs
- Coordinating directly with agencies to support fragile families
- Focusing on connections not transactions

Providing ongoing relational support
Supporting families who welcome a vulnerable child into their home with:
- Prayer
- Meals
- Encouragement
- Help around the house

Immersing your family by welcoming a child
- Opening your home to provide a temporary safe place for a child to live
- Creating family-like support to disrupt cycles of vulnerability

(800) 858-2200 | coalitionofcare.org

“Through the Coalition, our church has gained credibility with schools and local support agencies. We have become one of their ‘go-to’ churches.”
-Pastor Tom Baxter  
Peoples Church East

“For I was hungry, and you fed me. I was thirsty, and you gave me a drink. I was a stranger, and you invited me into your home.”
-Matthew 25:35

“Our CoC experience transformed our family from sympathy to empathy.”
-CoC Volunteer

“Pure and genuine religion in the sight of God the Father means caring for orphans and widows in their distress and refusing to let the world corrupt you.”
-James 1:27
Coalition of Care

We partner with churches to establish a sustainable ministry that serves vulnerable children.

- Partner with your church to mobilize, empower, and train volunteers
- Simplify processes and provide easy on-ramps to serve
- Connect your church to a coalition of other churches
- Transform the experience from transactional to relational
- Energize the whole church to serve

Engage your church: join the Coalition!

1. Affirm mission & direction
2. Select, train, & mobilize volunteer leaders
3. Cast vision: invitation to congregation
4. Equip, train, & mobilize frontline volunteers
5. Launch event to spark a movement

“Give justice to the poor and the orphan: uphold the rights of the oppressed and the destitute.”
-Psalm 82:3

-Isaiah 1:17

“Our home has become our mission field.”
-CoC Volunteer

coalitionofcare.org

To engage your church and learn more, contact us: